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EDITORIAL NOTE

Due to the authorization of additional funds by the West Virginia Bar Association, tentative plans call for the resumption of a four-issue-per-year publication schedule for the Law Review beginning this year. We are indeed grateful to the Bar Association for this action. It is believed that this increase in Law Review activity will be of benefit to contributing students and to the practicing members of the bar as well.

Professor Marlyn E. Lugar, who served the Law Review in the capacity of Faculty Editor in Charge during the periods 1940-1942, and 1950-1955, has found it necessary to relinquish that position due to increased teaching duties. An expression of our gratitude to Professor Lugar for his tireless efforts in that capacity is deemed appropriate. We therefore take this opportunity to express to him our deepest appreciation.

Professor Gerhard O. W. Mueller, A.B., J.D., LL.M., who joined the faculty of the College of Law this year, is our new Faculty Editor in Charge. Professor Mueller’s wide range of legal study, both in Europe and in this country, and his experience in legal research, should afford assurance of the continued progress of the Law Review. We feel most fortunate to have him in this capacity. Professor Mueller’s first contribution to the West Virginia Law Review appears in this issue.

The Student Editor in Chief